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                Welcome to the Edmonton Sport and Social Club            

                                    The City's #1 Co-ed Adult Sports Provider

            
              Discover Your Sport
              Get Social
            

          

        


      


    



    

        
    

      
           

      
          
          
            
              
                
                  Leagues

                  
Registration for our upcoming season, Spring 2024, is open! Sign-up with a Full Team, with a few friends in a Small Group, or as an Individual. There are over 15 different sports to choose from and a variety of skill levels ranging from Recreational to Competitive.

                  
                

              
            

          

          
            
              
                Tournaments

                With over 25 tournaments a year, your weekends just got a whole lot more fun!

              

            
          

        

        
          
            
              
                Masters

                Edmonton's first and only co-ed sports league geared towards the needs of players 40 years old and up.

              

            
          

			   
            
              
                Corporate

                Get your company or organization involved! Whether it’s a league, event, or tournament, the ESSC has got you covered. Our wellness program options are cost-effective, easy to set-up, ignites staff to get active, and best of all, it's FUN!

              

            
          

			
          
          
            
              
                Events

                Put the ‘social’ in Sport & Social! The ESSC offers seasonal parties, annual ski trips, trivia nights, exclusive Sponsor Bar specials daily, and so much more.

              

            
          

        

        
          
              
                
                  The ESSC is hiring! Click here to check out our full-time, part-time and seasonal employment opportunities.
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                  Badminton

                  Badminton? More like 'Good'minton.
                  ESSC Badminton Doubles Leagues are perfect for couples, friends, or family members looking to get active and have fun. Badminton is also great for improving agility, hand-eye coordination and stamina, and is easily accessible to players of various ages and skill levels. You'll feel at home even if you don't know the difference between a shuttlecock and a shuttlecraft, or if you're looking for more of a challenge while maintaining the fun atmosphere that the ESSC is known for in Edmonton.

                  After your game, meet up with your teammates and other players to enjoy exclusive food and drink specials at one of the ESSC's many Sponsor Bars around Edmonton!

                  Learn More
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                  5-Pin Bowling

                  A league right up your alley!
                  The ESSC is excited to provide fun-first Bowling leagues in Edmonton with the game of 5-Pin Bowling we all know and love. Join ESSC and give it your best bowl, show off your strikes (or gutter balls), and enjoy the social atmosphere.

                  After your game, meet up with your teammates and other players to enjoy exclusive food and drink specials at one of the ESSC's many Sponsor Bars around Edmonton!

                  Learn More
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                  Basketball

                  Choosing ESSC Basketball is a slam dunk.
                  You don't have to be 6 feet tall to make the squad in our leagues! All of our Edmonton Basketball Leagues are co-ed with offerings for all skill levels, so whether you're a globetrotter or a newbie, there's something for everyone.

                  After your game, meet up with your teammates and other players to enjoy exclusive food and drink specials at one of the ESSC's many Sponsor Bars around Edmonton!

                  Learn More
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                  Cornhole

                  Keepin' It Corny!
                  The ESSC is excited to launch our newest sport, with the introduction of Cornhole leagues. Cornhole is one of the fastest growing sports in the States and now has a professional league. Leagues are growing all over Canada and South of the border, and we're excited to bring that to SSC nation! Grab a beverage, warm up those elbows, and get ready for an A'MAIZ'ING experience!

                  After your game, meet up with your teammates and other players to enjoy exclusive food and drink specials at one of the ESSC's many Sponsor Bars around Edmonton!

                  Learn More
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                  Fitness Classes

                  Just for the health of it
                  ESSC's Group Fitness Classes are for those looking to get back into a routine, those who already train a few days a week, those who train every hour of every day, and every fitness level in between. You will get to meet new people in Edmonton and train in a safe and socially distant group setting, led by inspiring and motivating coaches.

                  Learn More
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                  Flag Rugby

                  It's time to try and get some "Tries"
                  This Edmonton Co-ed Flag Rugby League is a non-contact, fun-first league. This is the perfect opportunity for the ruck rookies or rugby enthusiasts who wants to avoid injury while having a blast with their friends.

                  After your game, meet up with your teammates and other players to enjoy exclusive food and drink specials at one of the ESSC's many Sponsor Bars around Edmonton!

                  Learn More
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                  Lawn Bowling

                  Lawn Bowling is anything but a Yawn!
                  The ESSC is excited to offer a fun-first Adult Lawn Bowling League in Edmonton. For players who are new to the sport, come join in on this fun and quick-to-pick-up game while socializing and playing in the sunshine.

                  After your game, meet up with your teammates and other players to enjoy exclusive food and drink specials at one of the ESSC's many Sponsor Bars around Edmonton!

                  Learn More
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                  Golf

                  It Doesn't Get Putter Than This!
                  Golf doesn't have to be seasonal. Get the best of both worlds with the ESSC's Virtual Golf leagues in the Fall and Winter months, followed by our recreational Golf leagues on the course in the Spring and Summer. Plus, keep your eye on our Golf offerings for our Virtual/Outdoor split league, where you spend the first few weeks indoors on the Golf Simulator followed by a few rounds at courses throughout Edmonton.

                  If your favourite part of Golf is the mid-round social beverages, the CCT Golf Centre, where we host our Virtual leagues, has you covered. CCT is fully licensed and you are welcome to enjoy a drink or two during your round. After your game, head over to one of the ESSC's many Sponsor Bars to enjoy exclusive food and drink specials.

                  Learn More
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                  Curling

                  Curling rocks! Literally.
                  The ESSC is thrilled to be offering a fun-first Adult Curling League in Edmonton for the ‘not-so-pro' players out there. Now you can practice your sweeping and sliding, and meet new people in a social environment without any unnecessary pressure. If you've never curled before, it is a game of strategy and concentration, but most importantly, it is a whole lot of fun.

                  After your game, meet up with your teammates and other players to enjoy exclusive food and drink specials at one of the ESSC's many Sponsor Bars around Edmonton!

                  Learn More
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                  Dodgeball

                  This isn't a child's game anymore!
                  Get ready to dodge, duck, dip, dive (and dodge) into one of the ESSC's most social sports. There is no prerequisite for playing as most people haven't touched a dodgeball since elementary school. Unlike when you were a kid, ESSC Dodgeball is more about teamwork and strategy, rather than straight skill. As Edmonton's largest Co-ed Dodgeball League, the ESSC is able to offer the largest variety of skill divisions and formats.

                  After your game, meet up with your teammates and other players to enjoy exclusive food and drink specials at one of the ESSC's many Sponsor Bars around Edmonton!

                  Learn More
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                  Flag Football

                  Making your Football fantasies a reality.
                  This Edmonton Co-ed Flag Football League is a non-contact, fun-first league, which is perfect for the football enthusiast who wants to avoid injury while having a blast with their friends.

                  After your game, meet up with your teammates and other players to enjoy exclusive food and drink specials at one of the ESSC's many Sponsor Bars around Edmonton!

                  Learn More
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                  Ball Hockey

                  The classic Canadian pastime.
                  ESSC Co-ed Ball Hockey Leagues (formerly known as Floor Hockey) allow you to leave the cold chill of the arena behind while still experiencing a fun full-body workout. With a variety of offerings and a wide range of skill divisions; there is an option for anyone looking to get in the game. See for yourself why Ball Hockey is one of the ESSC's longest standing and most popular indoor sports.

                  After your game, meet up with your teammates and other players to enjoy exclusive food and drink specials at one of the ESSC's many Sponsor Bars around Edmonton!

                  Learn More
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                  Kickball

                  Slo-Pitch + Soccer + Dodgeball = Good Times!
                  ESSC Kickball brings a fresh new twist to a classic playground pastime that you might remember as Soccer-Baseball. This Edmonton Co-ed Kickball League is for adults only and is even more fun then when you played as a kid. Whether you were the schoolyard jock or always picked last, everyone is welcome to play in this highly social, fun-first league.

                  After your game, meet up with your teammates and other players to enjoy exclusive food and drink specials at one of the ESSC's many Sponsor Bars around Edmonton!

                  Learn More
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                  Multi-Sport

                  Are you a jock of all trades?
                  Play a different sport every week with the ESSC Multi-Sport League! Depending on the season, you may experience a combination of both indoor and outdoor sports such as Dodgeball, Basketball, Ball Hockey, Soccer, Volleyball, Kickball, and so much more. This type of league is perfect if you you have a mix of people on your team with different sporting backgrounds and you have an interest in trying new things.

                  After your game, meet up with your teammates and other players to enjoy exclusive food and drink specials at one of the ESSC's many Sponsor Bars around Edmnonton!

                  Learn More
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                  Pickleball

                  Pickleball. It's a big dill.
                  ESSC Pickleball is an action packed sport that combines elements of Badminton, Tennis and Ping Pong. It is a low impact/high energy sport and the rules are very easy to learn, which makes it accessible to players of various ages and skill levels. These Edmonton Pickleball Doubles Leagues are perfect for couples, friends, or family members looking to get active and have a lot of fun.

                  After your game, meet up with your teammates and other players to enjoy exclusive food and drink specials at one of the ESSC's many Sponsor Bars around Edmonton!

                  Learn More
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                  Slo-Pitch

                  There are only two seasons in Edmonton: Winter and Slo-Pitch.
                  Be a part of Edmonton's largest Slo-Pitch (a.k.a. Softball) League. With 450+ co-ed Slo-Pitch teams per year, the ESSC offers many different skill levels and formats, and more weekly offerings than any other league. Don't miss your chance to get outdoors, hit a few dingers, and meet new people in a fun-first atmosphere.

                  After your game, meet up with your teammates and other players to enjoy exclusive food and drink specials at one of the ESSC's many Sponsor Bars around Edmonton!

                  Learn More
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                  Gym Soccer

                  Get your kicks year round.
                  ESSC Co-ed Gym Soccer Leagues are a great way to get some exercise and have fun with your buddies indoors, without having to worry about the weather forecast. Edmonton Gym Soccer (a.k.a. Indoor Soccer), is particularly fast-paced and the 'live' walls add an exciting element to the game.

                  After your game, meet up with your teammates and other players to enjoy exclusive food and drink specials at one of the ESSC's many Sponsor Bars around Edmonton!

                  Learn More
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                  Outdoor Soccer

                  No grass stains, no glory. No sweat, no story.
                  The ESSC offers a wide variety of Edmonton Co-ed Outdoor Soccer Leagues for adults, with a unique twist on the traditional format. There are various roster sizes to choose from, with most games being playing on fields shorter than a full-sized pitch, which allow for fast-paced games, players to get more involved in the action, and it makes it easier to recruit a full team. ESSC Co-ed Outdoor Soccer Leagues are a great way to get exercise, meet new people and to enjoy some friendly competition in a fun-first atmosphere.

                  After your game, meet up with your teammates and other players to enjoy exclusive food and drink specials at one of the ESSC's many Sponsor Bars around Edmonton!

                  Learn More
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                  Turf Soccer

                  Welcome to our Turf!
                  ESSC Co-ed Turf Soccer Leagues are played indoors on premium artificial grass/turf surfaces. The facility line-up includes Commonwealth Field House, the best turf facility in Edmonton. Enjoy a league that combines some of the best elements of indoor and outdoor Soccer while still emphasizing a fun-first environment. Register early for these leagues, as they are known to sell out quickly.

                  After your game, meet up with your teammates and other players to enjoy exclusive food and drink specials at one of the ESSC's many Sponsor Bars around Edmonton!

                  Learn More
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                  Spikeball

                  Earn your degree at SpikeSchool
                  Take part in one of the hottest new beach and backyard games in North America! Commonly referred to as the love child between volleyball and four-square, it’s played 2 vs. 2, with a hula hoop sized net placed between the teams at ankle level. Spikeball is easy to learn, but a challenge to master. To add to the excitement, all ESSC Adult Spikeball League games will be played in sand on our Lendrum and Woodcroft Beach Volleyball courts.

                  After your game, meet up with your teammates and other players to enjoy exclusive food and drink specials at one of the ESSC's many Sponsor Bars around Edmonton!

                  Learn More
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                  Squash

                  Sport or vegetable, Squash is good for you!
                  Squash is a full-body workout and great for getting to know new people. ESSC Squash Leagues are unique in that you register as a team of two, and then each player on the team will play two singles matches per night; one match against each member of the opposition. Warning: Once you start playing in this Edmonton Adult Squash League, you won’t be able to stop!

                  After your game, meet up with your teammate and other players to enjoy exclusive food and drink specials at one of the ESSC's many Sponsor Bars around Edmonton!

                  Learn More
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                  Tennis

                  'Love' is in the air.
                  Tennis is a full-body workout, and encourages teamwork and communication. The ESSC offers multiple Tennis League formats in Edmonton, including; co-ed doubles, open doubles and open singles. Grab a teammate, or sign-up as an individual, because it's time to cause a 'racket'.

                  After your game, meet up with your teammates and other players to enjoy exclusive food and drink specials at one of the ESSC's many Sponsor Bars around Edmonton!

                  Learn More
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                  Ultimate

                  It's called 'Ultimate' for a reason.
                  Ultimate (a.k.a. Ultimate Frisbee) combines the best aspects of Football, Soccer and Basketball. This Edmonton Co-ed Adult Ultimate League is a non-contact team sport that is easy to learn and is one of (if not the best way) to get fit. Whether you already have multiple disc throws in your arsenal (hammer time!) or you’re just practising your first 'huck,' we have a skill division for you. Join in on the fun and get into the Ultimate spirit!

                  After your game, meet up with your teammates and other players to enjoy exclusive food and drink specials at one of the ESSC's many Sponsor Bars around Edmonton!

                  Learn More
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                  Beach Volleyball

                  What’s better than Volleyball? Getting a tan while you play Volleyball!
                  Once the warm weather hits, there is no better way to enjoy it than by hitting the beach. Although you may not be on a tropical vacation, it doesn’t mean you can’t escape to a place filled with sunshine, sand, sports and good times. ESSC Co-ed Beach Volleyball Leagues offer various formats and skill divisions, so there's something for everyone ranging from the beach rookie to the seasoned veteran. With multiple courts on-site, there are always dozens of other teams around, which helps make Beach Volleyball one of the ESSC’s most social sports.

                  After your game, meet up with your teammates and other players to enjoy exclusive food and drink specials at one of the ESSC's many Sponsor Bars around Edmonton!

                  Learn More
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                  Indoor Volleyball

                  Bump. Set. Spike. Eat. Sleep. Repeat.
                  Find out for yourself why our ESSC Indoor Volleyball (a.k.a. Hard Court Volleyball) league is our largest gym sport. These Edmonton Adult Co-ed Leagues offer various divisions to choose from so whether you’ve played in high school, college, just for fun, or never at all, there's something for everyone. This is a low impact and high energy sport, which makes it easily accessible to players of various ages and skill levels.

                  After your game, meet up with your teammates and other players to enjoy exclusive food and drink specials at one of the ESSC's many Sponsor Bars around Edmonton!

                  Learn More
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                  Ice Hockey

                  Introducing SSCHL 5 on 5… Not a Big Deal
                  The ESSC is proud to introduce the SSCHL; Sport and Social Club Hockey League! The SSCHL is Edmonton's newest recreational 5 on 5 Hockey league. 

                  After your game, meet up with your teammates and other players to enjoy exclusive food and drink specials at one of the ESSC's many Sponsor Bars around Edmonton!

                  Learn More
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                  Yard Games

                  Play Hard, Yard Hard.
                  This adult-only, recreational Yard Games League is the first of it's kind in Edmonton! Grab your partner-in-crime and play a new Yard Game each week including Cornhole (a.k.a. Bean Bag Toss), Oversized 'Beer' Pong, KanJam and Beersbee. Trust us when we say this league really puts the 'Social' in the 'Edmonton Sport and Social Club'!

                  After your game, meet up with your teammates and other players to enjoy exclusive food and drink specials at one of the ESSC's many Sponsor Bars around Edmonton!

                  Learn More
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                  Wallyball

                  To the window, to the Wall-yball
                  Prepare for the sweat to drip in this relatively new sport that has been gaining momentum throughout Alberta. ESSC Wallyball is an exciting, fast-paced game that combines aspects of Volleyball and Racquetball. The walls are live and your reflexes will be tested. This sport is easy to learn, especially for those who have some Volleyball experience, and is a great way to stay fit in the colder months. You might say this sport really is off the wall!

                  After your game, meet up with your teammates and other players to enjoy exclusive food and drink specials at one of the ESSC's many Sponsor Bars around Edmonton!

                  Learn More
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                  Wiffleball

                  Caught a case of the wiffles?
                  ESSC Wiffleball is new, easy-to-learn, and a whole lot of fun! For all the Slo-Pitch (a.k.a. Softball) players out there, this indoor variation of the sport should help keep you sharp before the start of ball season. Wiffleball uses a condensed 7 vs. 7 format, with a light-weight (yet resilient) plastic ball and bat. Join us on the turf at the Edmonton Soccer Dome and/or Commonwealth Field House, and get ready to sock a few dingers.

                  After your game, meet up with your teammates and other players to enjoy exclusive food and drink specials at one of the ESSC's many Sponsor Bars around Edmonton!

                  Learn More
                

              

            

          

        

      

      
        
          Get started today by joining our email roster!

          Stay updated on the latest ESSC news, exclusive player perks, and registration reminders so you don’t miss your chance to get in the game.

          Join Today!
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Winter Season End Party

April 19, 2024
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Bowling Tournament

April 27, 2024
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In-Person Speed Dating

May 9, 2024
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Indoor Volleyball Tournament

May 11, 2024
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Your first stop for fun!

The ESSC is more than just a sports league. With social events happening all year round, The Club prides itself on being able to give players the opportunity to forge friendships on and off the playing field.

  


  
  


  
      
  
  
    

Sponsor Bars




Upcoming Events




Season End Party
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Welcome to the Edmonton Sport and Social Club: The City's #1 Co-ed Adult Sports Provider

The ESSC was established in 2004 and has been providing adults with the best co-ed, multi sport experience ever since. The ESSC has grown to host over 5,000 teams each year, serving over 85,000 Edmontonians since inception. With year-round leagues, tournaments and events for adults, there are so many ways to get in the game! 

Sport: The ESSC offers over 15 different sports with an emphasis on "fun-first, winning-second". League players choose the sport that they want to play and the day of the week that they want to play it. There are also over 25 tournaments to choose from in a variety of sports each year. Whether you’re playing in a league or tournament, you can register as a team, with a few friends or as an individual, choosing from a variety of skill levels.

Social: The ESSC has several Sponsor Bars where you can go after your games to hang out with your team and meet other players. There are also various parties and events offered throughout the year.
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        Office

        
          17406 106a Ave

            Edmonton, AB

            T5S 1E6

          


          Contact Us

          Phone:

            780-429-GAME (4263)

          Fax:

          780-434-9302

          Email:

            info@edmontonsportsclub.com

        
      

      
      
      

    

  




      





  